
 

Apocalypse Bicycle Wooden Box Set by TCC - Pokerdeck

The Karnival series, created by designer British Sam Hayles, has long been
known as one of the most popular and representative Bicycle limited edition
custom decks. Including voodoo playing cards, Bicycle knights playing cards, it is
an essential collector items for playing card collectors.

It's a great honor to cooperate with Sam Hayles to bring a new deck for you. We
cooperated with him to create the Dead Soul project, which continues the design
of the Karnival series style, popular with cardist, magicians, and playing card
collectors. More than 20000 decks have been sold.

After careful planning for two years, we are still in the style of the Karnival series
to create the latest works full of dark style! A total of three decks and three coins
are sold in a wooden collector's box.

The extreme and exquisite illustration lines.

The dim and glamorous dark color.

Under the breathtaking brushstrokes, outline the image full of mystery and visual
impact. Classical, rebellious, heavy, mysterious, grotesque, and dark.

Featuring:

Playing cards limited 2988/1343/1260, NO REPRINTS.
The luxurious wooden collector's box includes three decks, three coins,
and a collection certificate.
Wooden boxes set limited edition of 1000
Artwork by Sam Hayles, who designed the Karnival Series
Branded with the Bicycle logo for collection purposes
Printed by USPCC

Collector's Wooden Box

The box set included all three custom decks, three coins, and a collection
certificate, stored in a wooden collection box. The wooden box set is limited to
1000 sets, and we also made a metal nameplate for the gift box with a laser
engraved number (same as the certificate in the box), each wooden box is
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unique.

Include:

The gold metal plate with a Laser engraved number.
Wooden collector's box.
A collection certificate with a number.
Three decks in the release.
Three silver coins in the release.
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